Summary of the canteen committee on November the 22nd 2019
1. Feedback from Love Life who should have contact the unsatisfied family regarding their answer on the
survey.
Love Life didn’t get any answer to their email so this subject is postponed to the next meeting.
2. Feedback from students of secondary school
On October the 15th, some students, the school’s nurse, a representative of school life and Love Life had a
meeting. All students are satisfied with the service and do not have many remarks to report.
 Appetizers and fruits are often the same and it would be nice to have more often soup.
Answer from Love Life : fruits are seasonal, soup and raw vegetables will be proposed (carrots, tomatoes).
A choice of different sauces will also be offered.
 There are not enough white spoons.
Answer from Love Life : the necessary will be done so that there will be enough.
 Tuesday and Thursday, there are no more pastries or desserts for those who arrive late.
Answer from Love Life : there are usually pastries or sweets for everyone and do not hesitate to ask for
restocking.
 Some snacks are expensive and the budget of 10,000 LAK maximum would be suitable.
 Wish to have vegetable chips and milk bottles like last year.
 There are from time to time starters and dishes with the same food families (rice, potato ...)
 The fruits are not ripe enough.
 Possibility to order a snack for those who have activities in A.S or extracurricular (bento with
cereal bar, drink ...)
 Some would like if the provider could, some days, open the service a little earlier so that students
can fully enjoy the activities offered during the meridian break. It is also indicated that on Friday,
the two sixth grades come out slightly before the bell, to reduce the waiting time, because all
students finish at 12:05. We will welcome some trainee dietitian so they may help us to work on
something nice.
The results are more than positive and students and adults appreciate the service offered.
3. Menu of the new period (to be sent before Friday)
We didn’t have the time to look at the menu but Mathias, our nurse will give us a feedback and all of you
can let us have your comments if there is some. The English version will be available on Monday on the
school website and French version as soon as it will be ready. A lao version maybe later.
4. Marketing vegetables to develop superhero strengths
Hannah has prepared a nutrition card to "market" vegetables to children in Primary school with the
objective of increasing their intake of vegetables (willingly). Everyone agree on this document (thanks to
her), Mathias with Love Life will work on something visual to present to the children and the member of
this committee will be involved. Many ideas was suggested by everyone : games, reward, daily cards
according to the menu of the day to explain the item.
5. Various items
 School week of taste : did Love Life do something special for this week ? No as this project was
managed in a short time notice but we will do better next year as it is a good idea to involve them
and let the children discover new dishes. And we will think as well to involve the parents who have
restaurant in Vientiane.
 Waste management : Love Life is thinking to do something about waste management, maybe weigh
the waste and display every day the number of kilos of food wasted to sensitize the children.
 Not enough food for kindergarten : the quantity is small to avoid waste but the staff come and ask
the children if they want more. In the Elementary school, children have to come and ask for more.
Love Life has however increased the quantity of 15% for the kindergarten. We will also think to ask
the older children to serve or participate at the service of the small children. Mathias will spend
lunch with them soon to check on this information.
 At Hadxaykhao, Love Life is thinking to work with the ecological project of the school (compost &
cultivation), use our own garden crops and explain the students.

